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A collection of short stories includes the tale of a Pakistani girl's visit to London, which causes a revolution in her suburban home, and the dilemmas of once carefree men and women as they confront the complications of adult life in middle-class London
The illegitimate daughter of the Russian czar, Leonida arrives at the estate of Stefan, the Duke of Huntley, with secrets...and a mission. Searching for covert documents sequestered in Stefan's massive library, she is the perfect guest--and the perfect spy. Fascinated by her flawless beauty and her intriguing air of
mystery, Stefan draws intimately closer...and Leonida, bound by duty to her family and country, finds herself utterly captivated. Yet as danger and desire meet in a tangled web of espionage and deceit, the two will face a choice that can be made only by love itself.
"Jayyusi provides biographical information on the writers as well as a substantial introduction to the development of modern Arabic fictional genres that considers the central thematic and aesthetic concerns of Arab short story writers and novelists."--Jacket.
This writer does it all. Her new wine Drunk Poet is in the making, exotic flavors to pick from inspired by her books. This writer's new perfume line can be purchased at kimmymakescents.com. This new novel, All the Fireflies in France is a one of a kind love-story reader's are going to love written by what they
are calling the people's Paperdoll. Heather continues splashing ink onto blank pages collecting the hearts of readers world wide. Her next book is already in the making titled, The Leonardo da Vinci Romance Story. Miss Ramirez is also a song writer in the process of entering the U.K. song writing contest. A
quote from this writer known as the peoples Paperdoll. “I was born to write, this is my purpose. To live is to write, not to live is not to write. I shall die just as I have lived, as a poetic princess, a queen in the writer's world, as a lyrical writing goddess. I am the people's Paper-doll a title I had to earn. I used to be
an unknown writer living as a starving artist,with a hunger to create. I had to keep writing until they read me out. I love my reader's and supporters, I write for them for meant to be reasons, because I am their Paper-doll."
Love in a Blue Time
Bound by Love
Birds of Amber
Bitter Sweet
Muslim Lesbian Anthology
Three dark and mesmerizing novels from an award-winning writer with the “ability to pull terror and suspense from just about anywhere” (Kirkus Reviews). In Lesley Glaisterʼs world, the domestic and the bizarre walk hand-in-hand. This haunting collection is a testament to the visionary powers of “a
natural storyteller who knows how to keep the reader turning the pages” (The Independent). Limestone and Clay: Nadia is a sculptor driven by a single obsession: to conceive a child. When she learns that her geographer husband has donated his sperm to his former lover, who is now pregnant with
his child, it is the ultimate betrayal̶and warrants the ultimate payback. “Terrifying . . . Glaister truffles her way down to the grim heart, where we find out what makes people tick like time-bombs.” ̶The Daily Telegraph Digging to Australia: Twelve-year-old Jennifer Maybee spends most of her time
alone with her favorite book, Alice in Wonderland. But a revelation from her parents and an encounter with a strange-eyed man set her hurtling into a “topsy-turvy land” of sinister secrets not even Lewis Carroll could have imagined. “Dangerous secrets and sinister undertones power this uncommon
coming-of-age tale. . . . Masterful.” ̶Publishers Weekly Honour Thy Father: In a decaying house in the lowlands of England, four spinster sisters live in self-imposed isolation. For more than sixty years, Milly, Agatha, and the identical twins Ellen and Esther̶“Ellenanesther”̶have been trapped
together, haunted by the specter of their father. As eighty-year-old Milly reminisces, a gothic mystery takes shape: Why is Milly always counting the knives? How did their mother drown under the dyke? And who is baby George, locked away in the cellar? Honour Thy Father is the winner of the
Somerset Maugham and Betty Trask Awards. “Eerie and satisfying̶a horror story told with tenderness.” ̶The Sunday Times
This bedtime story is personalized for any child named NADIA. If you would like this sleep book personalized for a different name than NADIA, please visit LiveWellMedia.com. A LULLABY OF LOVE FOR NADIA is one of our personalized books, bedtime stories and sleep stories. In this beautiful
sleep book, musical animals play a lullaby for the star of the story. In addition, this personalized book features fun rhymes; adorable illustrations; and gratitude for kids. Why gratitude? Because studies show that giving thanks can make kids happier. In fact, an attitude of gratitude can improve sleep
too. For this reason, we have filled this bedtime story with gratitude for kids. If you're looking for ways of teaching kids gratitude, then A LULLABY OF LOVE is perfect. Give as personalized gifts for kids and personalized baby gifts. This sleep book also features sweet and funny rhymes. Did you know
that studies show a connection between rhyming and reading preparedness? Not only that, rhyming is fun! The playfulness of rhymes adds to kids' enjoyment of reading and learning. In addition, personalized books can make a powerful and positive impact on kids. On the whole, name repetition can
boost attention and self-esteem in kids. All in all, bedtime stories and sleep stories make an essential part of a child's bedtime routine. In fact, bedtime stories nourish a positive attitude toward sleep. If you want to give a gift of love with gratitude for kids, consider A LULLABY OF LOVE. Customer
Reviews for Personalized Books and Bedtime Stories by Suzanne Marshall "Put a smile on your child's face with this book! This is such a great book! It repeats my grandson's name on each page. It's an awesome bedtime story; he looks forward to it! Well worth the $19.99 !" ~ Lyn "Sweet book for
sweet child! Perfect little book for my grandson Emmett. I love the sentiment it conveys. We read it together often!" ~ Patty "It's the perfect gift for the parents who have everything!" ~ Mirta V. "You will not be disappointed. Awesome book!" ~ DD "The book is wonderfully sweet with beautiful
illustrations. My granddaughter's new favorite." ~ Reese "Just so personal and sweet. Highly recommend." ~ LM "Awesome book and story! Will buy again! My friend loved it for her new daughter! I will buy again for next Baby shower invite!" ~ R. Fly "It was just perfect for the granddaughter! Love it!"
~ Debra N. "My little one loves his book." ~ Hannah Such a great & personalized baby gift!" ~ TCS More personalized book reviews can be found at LiveWellMedia.com Teaching kids gratitude rocks! According to research, gratitude can improve sleep and boost happiness. As a result, teaching kids
gratitude can benefit their overall well-being. In fact, teaching kids gratitude can lead to lower rates of depression and stress in children. So, how do you go about teaching kids gratitude? Read A book for teaching kids gratitude and nourishing an attitude of gratitude for kids. Keywords: bedtime
stories; sleep stories; sleep book; personalized baby gifts; lullabies for kids; gratitude for kids; personalized books; personalized kids books; personalized children's books; personalized gifts; gifts for kids; personalized books for kids; personalized bedtime story; personalized gifts for kids; teaching kids
gratitude; bedtime stories for kids.
"The unsuspecting trio at Spence Mansion starts a greeting card company--and winds up on the adventure of a lifetime!"-Love Inspired brings you three new titles for one great price, available now! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness and hope. This Love Inspired bundle includes Her Hometown Hero by Margaret Daley, The Deputyʼs New Family by Jenna Mindel and Rescuing the Texanʼs
Heart by Mindy Obenhaus. Look for 6 new inspirational stories every month from Love Inspired!
All the Fireflies in France
Loveʼs Rebirth
Love, Blood, and Sanctuary
A Novel

Love’s Rebirth is the story of a young woman with psychic abilities who grows up in a Texas Mexican town between 1830 and 1850. Ana Dolores Peregrino is only two years old when she loses her parents in an alleged Indian raid and is
then raised by loving foster parents, who bring her from the ruins of her family hacienda to live in the small town of Santo Tomás. Our protagonist grows up watching and coping with the assimilation of her culture, her displaced language
and unjust segregationist laws. Her spiritual guidance gives her the strength to retain her self autonomy, help her community, cope with loss and achieve contentment and love in her life. This book will instantly connect you with Ana and
draw you into her world in such a way that you won't want to put it down.
Doug the slug is looking for a hug and soon finds there is a friend for everyone.
All she wanted was the truth. All he wanted was to be left alone. Nadia has always been in charge of her life. As a private investigator, she makes her own hours and only takes on cases that she wants to work on. But when a family friend
asks her to look into a case, she instantly regrets it—it hits far too close to home. The last thing she wants to do is rip open old wounds. Especially Trade’s, the single father she’s been spending time with. It isn’t long before she’s falling
not just for him, but for the kids he’s trying so hard to protect. But the little voice in Nadia’s head tells her that something isn’t right, and she’s determined to find the truth. Using her connections to the Knights of Fury MC and the Fast &
Fury motorcycle garage to gather evidence, Nadia uncovers evidence of a conspiracy that will leave everyone shaken—and force her and Trade to do whatever it takes to keep their new family safe. Fast & Fury Book 1: Custom Built Book 2:
Custom Made Book 3: Custom Love
On his terms… All Jade wants is to make a success of her company—on her own. It infuriates her that she's forced to turn to Mel Biaggio for help. In business, he's the best troubleshooter around. In private, he's simply trouble! Once, he'd
wanted Jade with an obsessive passion. Until her father had announced that she was engaged to another man! Jade had insisted it was all a mistake, but Mel was devastated. And now he has the perfect opportunity for revenge: he'll save
Jade's company, but refuse to do the one thing she really wants…rekindle their affair!
Love Inspired September 2014 - Bundle 1 of 2
Nadia's Revenge
Sweet Pains
Sweet Love
Slug in Love
An unsettled marriage takes a sinister turn in this novel of domestic suspense. It’s “pure gold” (Los Angeles Times). Winner of the Yorkshire Post Author of the Year Award In a quiet English village, Nadia is a sculptor driven by an obsession to conceive a child. Creating is in her blood. Her husband Simon is a geology professor and
spelunker determined to finish a project beneath the earth’s surface that has already killed one man. Each consumed by private passions, the two live a blinkered coexistence, until Nadia makes an unsettling discovery: Simon’s former girlfriend, Celia, is pregnant. But if Celia’s husband is sterile, then who has made Celia such a happy and
intolerably boastful mother-to-be? For Nadia, the answer is the ultimate, unforgivable betrayal. Now, as Simon’s job takes him into the deep unknown, Nadia descends into darkness as well. And before the night is over, everyone is going to pay. “Before Gillian Flynn, there was Lesley Glaister,” says Harper’s Bazaar, and in Limestone and
Clay, she once again mines the horror of love as “a jangle-nerved young married couple cook their respective obsessions to a nightmare boil” (Kirkus Reviews).
STROHMEYER/SWEET LOVE
There can be no resistance…only surrender! Waitress Belle Langtry’s night of no regrets with ruthless playboy Santiago Velazquez was never meant to be more than a sinfully sweet memory. Until fate has other plans, and Belle finds herself carrying the baby she never thought possible! Santiago has long rejected all notions of fatherhood, so
Belle’s news is shocking. He might refuse to trust her, but Santiago won’t let Belle escape his claim—to her or their child! His plan? To bind Belle with his ring, and keep her in thrall to him with his touch!
Harlequin Heartwarming celebrates wholesome, heartfelt relationships that focus on home, family, community and love. Experience all that and more with four new novels in one collection! This Harlequin Heartwarming box set includes: MONTANA WISHES (A Blackwell Sisters novel) by USA TODAY bestselling author Amy Vastine A
life-changing family secret, two impulsive proposals and best friends navigating feelings they’re both afraid to share. Will Amanda Harrison and Blake Collins’s new relationship survive when truths are revealed on the Blackwell Ranch? RESCUING THE RANCHER (A Heroes of Shelter Creek novel) by Claire McEwen Firefighter Jade
Carson had no problem handling the Northern California wildfire evacuations until Aidan Bell. The stubborn rancher refuses to leave his sheep and appears to care little for his own survival. Will they survive the night—and each other? HILL COUNTRY SECRET by Kit Hawthorne Lauren Longwood lived a carefree existence, but pregnancy
from a failed marriage leads her to a friend in Texas. There she instantly connects with Alex Reyes, a man who can’t afford the distraction from saving his family’s ranch. ALL THEY WANT FOR CHRISTMAS (A Montgomerys of Spirit Lake novel) by M. K. Stelmack After her aunt passes away, Bridget Montgomery is surprised when her exfiancé, Jack Holdstrom, returns with two adopted daughters in tow. But she’s downright shocked to discover Jack’s been willed the other half of Bridget’s home and business! Look for 4 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin Heartwarming!
The Lesley Glaister Collection Volume One
Not on My Watch
Origins of Truth
A Secret Baby Romance
Carrying the Spaniard's Child

During the 1956 Suez War or the Tripartite Aggression, as it is known in Egyp life in Alexandria goes on. The railroad workers and their families live in the low-income housing of el- Masakin, along the Mahmudiya Canal, but some of them take us on forays
into the other, cosmopolitan Alexandria, whose European denizens, mainly Greeks, Italians, and Jews are departing in droves. This spellbinding novel teems with memorable characters, not a few of whom are themselves storytellers: a budding novelist
writing about el-Masakin and its eccentric denizens and about his own improbable love affair with a 12-year-old girl; a spice merchant dreaming of the bygone glory of his ancestors and their trade along the spice road, beginning on the Malabar Coast; a
train guard who is a teller of very tall tales; and a would-be filmmaker trying to make a film showing what happened in Port Said during the war. As in his earlier novel, No One Sleeps in Alexandria, Ibrahim Abdel Meguid here combines historical fact with
fiction, and the mundane with the fantastical, to weave an engrossing, multilayered story of stories.
Inspirations by Mister Bill
Falling for your best friend might be a recipe for disaster, but this small-town baker can't help jumping from her pie pan into the fire. Mila Bailey has always had a special talent for creating unique, show-stopping pies. But until her great-aunt leaves her the
entry fee to the Pine Ridge Spring Bake-Off, she's only ever shared them with friends and family. Thrust into the spotlight, Mila is determined to prove to everyone--but mostly herself--that she has what it takes to compete with top-level bakers. There's only
one flaw in her plan: The not-so-half-baked feelings she's starting to develop for her best friend, Jared Kirkland. Jared has always believed in Mila's gifts, but lately he's struggling not to fantasize about sampling more than just the spoon from the batter.
No matter how much he tries to tell himself that Mila is not for him--his dreams have always reached beyond Pine Ridge--he can't deny this new spark between them. Mila embodies Pine Ridge, and Jared wants to break free. How can either of them move
on knowing the loves of their lives have been right under their noses all along?
University of Montreal Adjunct Professor Khadija Mansour is having a tumultuous first year at her new job in the beautiful City of Montreal, Quebec. Leaving Egypt for Canada forever was traumatic enough, but Khadija's new life is quite challenging. One of
The Billionaire's Scandal
Personalized Book, Bedtime Story and Sleep Book
Nadia's Song
Her Montana Twins\Small-Town Billionaire\Stranded with the Rancher
That Man Next Door

A sweet and sexy standalone romantic comedy featuring a virgin and a hot lawyer! I'm a twenty-two year-old virgin who's had five one-night stands. How's that possible? Easy. I've never gone all the way. I just chicken out and bail.
Thank God, I've always selected men I'll never run across again... ...until that sexy-as-sin Matt from last weekend moves in next door... ...then shows up as a new in-house counsel at Sweet Darlings Inc. where I work. Oh...crap. But
it was dark in the hotel room. If I put on a boring office outfit and Clark Kent glasses, he won't recognize me... Right?
A stolen kiss, a midnight visit—and suddenly oil baron Cade Gallagher found himself married to a virginal Tamiri princess! Honor demanded Cade pledge himself to Leila Kamal to save the lovely princess's reputation. Only the two of
them knew the truth—that Leila remained untouched. Come hell or the devil's own temptation, Cade vowed to keep her that way.... Leila might be innocent, but she knew the agony of forbidden desire when she saw it in a man's eyes.
Her tall, stubborn Texan of a husband might think he was being noble. But honorable intentions were no match for a princess determined to be a wife...in every way!
The great violinist Viktoria Mullova's story is one of striking contrasts and huge challenges. As a young musician she was a bright star in the Soviet musical firmament, but she stunned the world when she escaped the KGB and fled
to the West, leaving behind her family, friends and all she knew. And in her flight from Finland, Viktoria also abandoned on her hotel bed the priceless Stradivarius she'd played during her triumph at the International Tchaikovsky
Competition. From Russia to Love recounts the journey of a remarkable woman. Armed only with her violin bow and her exceptional talent, Viktoria went on to conquer the West. As her new life unfolded, first in America and then in
Europe, Viktoria met fellow exiles Nureyev and Rostropovich, fell in love with conductor Claudio Abbado and learned to throw off the shackles of her Russian training. Granted unparalleled access to her subject, Eva Maria Chapman
paints an intimate, truthful and sensitive portrait of a unique artist.
Nicole and Sebastian start their new life together but Nadia, Sebastian's maker, has other plans. Her revenge takes them to a dark place and forces Sebastian to make a decision he never wanted to make. Can he do it to save her or
will he lose her forever?
The Deepest Side of Love
Modern Arabic Fiction
A Lullaby of Love for Nadia
From Russia to Love
Harlequin Presents August 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
This thought-provoking story absorbs the reader, taking us into the everyday life of a young man as he countsdown to suicide. For the Love of Roman weaves these tragedies together, bringing uplifting proof that love really does conquer all.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE PRINCE'S STOLEN VIRGIN Once Upon a Seduction… by Maisey Yates Briar Harcourt cannot believe she is a long-lost princess. But now Prince Felipe has found Briar—and she's his
intended bride!Felipe's desire for her is unexpected, but searing…and he'll seduce her into surrender… PREGNANT AT ACOSTA'S DEMAND by Maya Blake Ramon Acosta once gave Suki unimaginable pleasure. Her unexpected pregnancy ended tragically—but now Ramon is
determined that Suki will provide his heir! His outrageous demand reignites both Suki's longing for a child and the burning memory of his touch… CARRYING THE SPANIARD'S CHILD Secret Heirs of Billionaires by Jennie Lucas After one night with ruthless Santiago Velazquez, Belle
Langtry finds herself carrying a miraculous baby! Belle's news shocks Santiago—he won't let her escape his claim to her and their child! His plan? To bind Belle with his ring! BOUGHT FOR THE BILLIONAIRE'S REVENGE by Clare Connelly Being forced to spurn Nikos Kyriazis
devastated Marnie Kenington. Years later, he offers to absolve her family's bankruptcy—if she marries him! Nikos wants revenge—and he knows that in the bedroom he can take Marnie apart…piece by sensual piece… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' August 2017 Box Set 1 of
2!
When Sarah Taylor suspected that her four-year-old daughter, Nadia, had been kidnapped by Fawzi, her abusive ex-husband, Sarah's whole world was turned upside down. Shadowy CCTV from the airport showed Nadia boarding a flight with her father to Tripoli - and Sarah's worst
fears were confirmed. No child abducted to Libya had ever been successfully returned to their mother in England; but Sarah was not going to let that stop her. Giving up everything she had in England, Sarah moved to Libya to fight for her daughter. Fawzi managed to move Nadia
secretly between his relatives for 2 years, attempting to hide her away. But a dramatic car chase through the backstreets of Tripoli finally led to the safe reconciliation of mother and daughter. In a story of blackmail, embezzlement, secret police, a meeting with Colonel Gadaffi and the
intervention of Prime Minster Gordon Brown, Sarah never gave up hope, and hers is an unparalleled tale of inspiration and courage. Sarah's experience is not uncommon, each year around 300 British children are abducted and taken abroad by a parent. Returning the child can prove
impossible. Libya is outside of The Hague International convention on child abduction and Sarah was the first mother to successfully bring her child back - there are many parents still fighting. Foreword by Andy Burnham, who was Sarah's MP at the time, and is now Shadow Health
Secretary.
After a tragic romance with her wealthy employer's son renders her a heartbroken single mother, servant girl Karima Ismail eventually achieves stardom as one of Egypt's most famous singers, but finds her life shattered by her daughter's disappearance. Reprint.
An Eternal Summer
Inspirations
Harlequin Heartwarming September 2020 Box Set
Custom Love
An Anthology
Love Inspired brings you three new titles for one great price, available now! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness and hope. This Love Inspired bundle includes Her Montana Twins by Carolyne Aarsen, Small-Town Billionaire by
Renee Andrews and Stranded with the Rancher by Tina Radcliffe. Look for 6 new inspirational stories every month from Love Inspired!
Dynamic and powerful, billionaire Daniel Aylster III wants to get rid of The Lloyds Development for mismanaging the construction of his latest hotel...until he meets its new CEO, Meredith Lloyd. It's been ten years since he's seen her, but his baby sister's best
friend has grown into an irresistible beauty.A single mom determined to prove herself, Meredith refuses to let Daniel fire her company without giving her a chance to fix the problem first. Nothing is going to stop her from succeeding, not even her crazy
attraction to Daniel.Forced to work in close proximity, Daniel and Meredith realize they may have a saboteur in their midst. When their shadowy enemy makes a game-ending move, Meredith must reveal a devastating truth that could tear her family apart and
cost her the only man she's ever loved...
I pick up the phone expecting it to be Linda; to my surprise a boy's voice greets me. Hi, Julia, it's Sam, he says cheerfully. Wow Sam I didn't expect to hear from him so soon. My heart starts to pound like mad and the blood rushes to my face. Julia has a
lovely parent-approved boyfriend called Nima, and she is happily settled in London following her traumatic first year of arriving from Cyprus not knowing a word of English, so why is the thinking about Sam? Sam is blue-eyed, fit, and a little bit dangerous.
Julia has met him at her Saturday art class and is attracted to his quick wit and rebellious personality. What should she do, and which boy is the right one for her? And while she enjoys her life in London, she longs for her native Cyprus. Everything for Julia
seems to be both bitter and sweet.
The phrase not on my watch is used extensively by armed forces service members; as if to say, it cant or wont happen while I am on duty. The main character is a feisty, down to Earth, and a bit accident prone, woman who is the wife of a Marine. She has
little use or time for people that think they are better than others. Her brutally honest, black and white nature tends to get her into trouble.
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For the Love of Nadia - My daughter was kidnapped by her father and taken to Libya. This is my heart-wrenching true story of my quest to bring her home
The Menorah
Greetings from the Graveyard
Virgin Seduction
For the Love of Roman
Secrets prove deadly in book two of the Burn for Burn trilogy from New York Times bestselling author of To All the Boys I ve Loved Before (soon to be a major motion picture!), Jenny Han, and New York Times bestselling author of The List, Siobhan Vivian. Lillia, Kat, and
Mary had the perfect plan. Work together in secret to take down the people who wronged them. But things didn t exactly go the way they d hoped at the Homecoming Dance. Not even close. For now, it looks like they got away with it. All they have to do is move on and
pick up the pieces, forget there was ever a pact. But there is something seriously wrong with sweet, little Mary. If she can t control her anger, she s sure someone will get hurt. Mary understands now that it s not just that Reeve bullied her̶it s that he made her love
him. It seems once a fire is lit, the only thing you can do is let it burn…
The Thomas and Mayfield family are closer than ever. From the outside things look great, but personal and emotional issues have surfaced to cause serious problems. Everyone has gotten older and despite the successes the family has enjoyed there is distrust, unhappiness
and more secrets. Adam and Aira's relationship is in trouble and some of the children in the family needed a good whipping. Junior Mayfield have major decisions to make and Delano Devereaux, the ex-drug dealer comes face to face with his past. Aira C. Mayfield narrates
the story and takes you through each family member's house to show you that we will all go through trials and storms that can shake the foundations of your life. But they are holding on until they can get right! Each Sunday they receive reaffirming relief from Pastor Miles
sermons, while forcing their minds not to drift and to pay attention to the signs. Relationships become tore and the evilness of sin are upon them. One by one they struggle to understand the changes and how to effectively overcome any battle the world brings because they
know money can't fix all their woes and sorrows. Love and patience can conquer all but there is no getting through to some people. Is the pain too great or are they that hard-headed and stuck in their ways? Will there be forgiveness?
"A UN policeman in Haiti gets caught up in a web of corruption"-A young Muslim woman starts hearing Jesus talking to her. What is she to do? She goes with her heart and the floodgates of love and wisdom open. "Origins of Truth" contains three books in one volume. Purity is a journal of Nadia's undeniable awakening that will fascinate
and inspire the reader to a higher awareness. Love is filled with simple, clear writings of Christ, as revealed to Nadia. Truth is a wonderful dictionary of concepts that will assist the reader in understanding and navigating the process called life.
Man Trouble!
Limestone and Clay
Fire with Fire
Peacekeeping
A Collection of Poetry, Prose and Ponderings
Haunted? Hunted? When you need a safe place from disaster, heartbreak, or gods trying to break you and drain your blood… come to Sanctuary. It’s New York’s most exclusive club for magical beings and the backdrop of three sexy stories from three award winning authors. We Choose to Be by
Megan Hart Love is in the air…and the blood. When hemomancer Hadassah meets the woman of her dreams, she has no idea that Yael is actually a blood demon. Is it only the draw of Hadassah’s talents that brings Yael into her bed? Or is there something more. Something that could last. What is
love, after all, unless it’s bound by blood? Sanguine Faith by Brenda Murphy After a messy break-up leaves Laurel homeless and unemployed, she accepts her great-uncle’s offer of a townhouse and a job. When a seductive spirit trapped in the town house offers Laurel a means of escaping the life
her uncle has planned for her, she learns that free does not mean without cost. Promises Made by Starlight by Fiona Zedde Abandoned by her wife years before and left devastated, Izzy has recently lost nearly everything else. Her credit is abysmal, she’s underemployed, and her successful best
friend treats her like a charity case. But when her wife reappears, breaking her heart all over again, Izzy finds that not everything is as it seems. Blood gods walk the earth, and the one she once welcomed into her bed is back—ready to reclaim what’s hers.
The Life and Music of Viktoria Mullova
Limestone and Clay, Digging to Australia, and Honour Thy Father
Love Inspired September 2014 - Bundle 2 of 2
Short Stories
A Tejana Story
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